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It is shown that thermally polarized 3He gas can be used to
easure important physical parameters and to design, test, and

une imaging sequences. The bulk values of T1, T2, and the diffu-
ion coefficient were measured in a glass cell containing a mixture
f helium-3 (0.8 bar) and oxygen (0.2 bar). They were found to be
1 5 7 s, T2 5 2.4 s, and D 5 1.6 cm2 s21. The relaxation times T*2
nd T1 and the apparent diffusion coefficient of thermally polar-
zed helium-3 gas were measured in the rat lung, and these pa-
ameters were used to design a helium-3 optimized multi-spin–
cho sequence which was shown to increase the signal-to-noise
atio sufficiently to obtain the first NMR-images of thermally
olarized helium-3 in the rat lung. © 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: NMR; MRI; helium; diffusion; lung imaging.

Magnetic resonance imaging of hyperpolarized (1) gases
romises to become an important method for pulmonary
ging (1–12). The unusual values of physical parameter
ases compared to those of water make the adaptati

maging techniques necessary. Optimized imaging has to
nto account a variety of major parameters. For3He, theT1

alues range from 10 to 50 s in helium/oxygen mixtu
9, 12–14) up to days in pure3He (15). The diffusion coeffi
ient of 3He at 300 K is on the order of 1–2 cm2 s21 (16–18),
o up to 5 orders of magnitude greater than that for w
rotons. This limits the ultimate spatial resolution (3, 19) and

nduces signal loss in the presence of imaging grad
10, 16, 19). Furthermore, susceptibility differences betw
as and tissue give rise to microscopic field gradients, h
hortening bothT*2 and T2 (4, 20–23). Restricted diffusion
ffects in the lung tissue can, however, strongly reduce
ean path of the gas atoms during imaging which w
ecrease diffusion–induced signal attenuation (24). To choose
n imaging strategy and to optimize the signal-to-noise r
arameter measurement is necessary.
Lung gas phase imaging at thermal polarization level

ecently demonstrated in the rat using an inert fluorinated
25). In this work, we show that the thermal polarization of3He
308090-7807/99 $30.00
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t room temperature is sufficient for measuring the m
arameters of3He within reasonable experiment times in
lass cell at atmospheric pressure as well as in the rat lung
how that careful design of the imaging sequence with re
o the parameter measurements allows imaging of the rat
ith 3He in thermal equilibrium. Thus, measurement of imp

ant physical parameters such as relaxation and diffusion
s well as design, optimization, and tuning of MRI techniq
an be carried out with thermally polarized gas rather than
yperpolarized gas, allowing one to prepare the way for m
ensitive experiments with laser polarized gas.
All measurements were performed in a BRUKER 2.3
agnet (40 cm bore) using a SMIS imaging system. We
n Alderman–Grant rf-coil resonant at 76 MHz for3He and a
00 MHz for 1H. For the phantom studies, we used a Py
lass cell of 48 cm3 filled with a mixture of3He (pHe 5 0.8 bar)
nd O2 ( pO2 5 0.2 bar). All experiments were carried out
oom temperature (21°C). TheT1 value of the mixture wa
etermined using a saturation-recovery technique. The r
asT1 5 10 6 1 s.T2 was obtained using a CPMG sequen
e have acquired 64 echoes. The inter-echo time was ch

o be 640ms in order to avoid the influence of diffusion in t
ossibly inhomogeneous static field. We obtained aT2 value of
.46 0.2 s. The diffusion coefficientD was measured using
pin–echo method (Fig. 1). We acquired 16 echoes wit
reasing gradient strength,Gi 5 iDG with i 5 1, . . . , 16
he signal attenuationA(Gi) is given by the Stejskal–Tann
quation,

A~Gi! 5 expS2 2

3
g 2DGi

2d 3D , [1]

hered is the gradient duration andg is the3He gyromagneti
atio. D was obtained from a nonlinear least-squares ad
ent of Eq. [1] over the experimental echo amplitudes. Fi
shows the measurement data as well as the fitted theo

ecay. The measured attenuation curve shows good agre
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ith Eq. [1]. The resulting diffusion coefficient wasD 5
.60 6 0.05 cm2 s21. This value was also found in go
greement with the valueD 5 1.51 cm2 s21, calculated at
tm from the diffusion coefficient measured at 3.6 atm in

3He/O2 mixture at thermal equilibrium with a 27% O2 fraction
16), assuming that gas coefficients scale inversely with
ressure (26). As expected, the diffusion coefficient of t

3He/O2 mixture was found to be smaller than that of pure3He
t 1 atm and room temperature which was reported to beD 5
.96 cm2 s21 (17) from techniques other than NMR, where
recent NMR measurement (16) in a hyperpolarized sample
atm yields a value ofD 5 1.87 cm2 s21.
A preliminary animal experiment was performed using

ame imaging system and helium rf-coil as described ab
he rat was anesthetized (halothane 1%), tracheotomized
echanically ventilated. Normal saline containing panc
ium bromide (0.04 mg/ml) was infused intreperitoneally
ate of 1–2 ml/h throughout the study. After positioning
roton gradient-echo image was acquired. Before3He breath

ng, the animal was ventilated with pure oxygen for 10 m
nesthesia was maintained with halothane (1%). Then
reaths of3He were used in order to wash out the resid
xygen in the lungs. The rat was then held in apnea. Du

his first apnea phase, we measured theT1 value using a
aturation-recovery technique (duration 3 min) as well asT*2.
hen, the normal ventilation (air/halothane) was continued
0 min followed by a period of 10 min of ventilation with pu
xygen. After washing out the residual oxygen in the lungs
at was held in apnea for 8 min to acquire a transverse im
f the rat lung. At the end of the experiment, the rat
uthanized with an overdose of halothane.
The relaxation timeT1 was measured to be 35 s. Fr

inewidth measurements, a value ofT*2 5 2 ms was found i
he rat lung. This value is shorter than the results rece
eported in the live guinea pig lung from spatially resol
easurements (T* ' 11–16 ms) at 2 T (22). Thus, the

FIG. 1. Sequence used for the diffusion coefficient measurement i
ell. The gradient durationd was 5 ms, the diffusion gradient increm
DG/ 2p 5 47.5 Hz cm21 and the repetition time 60 s. The 180° pulse
pplied in the presence of the diffusion gradient. The pulse length of the
ulse was 100ms so that its bandwidth was large enough to refocus all s

n the cell homogeneously at the maximum gradient value.
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ecreased value is most probably due to insufficient ma
himming. However, bulk magnetic susceptibility effects co
ontribute to line-broadening in this nonlocalized meas
ent. The shortT*2 value requires adapted acquisition tim
er excitation. On the other hand, susceptibility gradients i
at lung coupled to rapid diffusion of3He could reduce signi
cantly the apparentT2. It was previously shown, however, th
he observedT2 of 129Xe in the rat lung was long enough f
ulti-spin–echo sequences (23). Similarly, for helium gas in

he human lung at low field,T2 was found as large as 6 s when
easured with a CPMG sequence at 30 ms inter-echo

uggesting motional narrowing (9). Finally, it was shown tha
rojection imaging minimizes signal loss due to diffusive m

ion in the presence of imaging gradients (5). Thus, we hav
hosen a multi-spin–echo projection–reconstruction techn
Fig. 3) which allows a very short echo time to be used. In
urrent implementation, no slice selection was performed.
ould be introduced by using selective refocusing pulse
ombination with slice gradients, but would require rapid
ient commutation. No signal averaging was performed in
f the experiments. The data set was first used to estima
pparent diffusion coefficientD app in the rat lung as the s
uence represents a repeated Stejskal–Tanner experime
uming a negligibleT2 decay during the echo train, the sig
ttenuation at the center of thenth echo is given by

An 5 expS2 1

12
g 2DappG r

2TE
3nD , [2]

hereTE is the inter-echo time.Gr is the projection-gradien
trength which was 44mT cm21 in our experiment. From th
xponential decay of the echo amplitude with the echo num

he apparent diffusion coefficientD app can be measured.D app

as obtained by fitting Eq. [2] to the measured echo am

FIG. 2. Least-squares fit (line plot) of the function given by Eq. [1] to
pin–echo amplitudes (triangles) for3He diffusion coefficientD measuremen
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udes. The fit result forD app is shown in Fig. 4. The exper
ental points do not decay perfectly exponentially. This m

iexponential behavior could reflect the presence
ompartments with different sizes (for example, alveoli
rachea). Refocusing-pulse imperfections leading to a st
tate could also introduce some nonexponential decay. W
owever, give the result as an estimation ofD app during the

nter-echo timeTE: D app ' 0.4 cm2 s21. The difference betwee
he diffusion coefficient of helium in the phantom and
lveolar tissue is probably due to restricted diffusion (24).
For image reconstruction, we performed a weighted sum

ion of the echoes using

S~t! 5 O
n51

N

WnBn~t!, [3]

FIG. 3. Multi-echo projection–reconstruction sequence used for lung
rojections with 64 echoes each were acquired. From each echo, 16 da

he inter-echo time was 2.5 ms. The field-of-view was 7 cm.

FIG. 4. Measurement of the apparent diffusion coefficientD app in the rat
ung. Triangles, experimental echo amplitudes; line-plot, fit result for
unction (2).
l-
f
d
dy
an,

a-

hereBn(t) is thenth echo of each echo train andS(t) the
eighted signal sum.N is the number of echoes to
ummed.Wn represents a matched weighting function.
ng the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality, it is easy to show
ptimum weighting regarding signal-to-noise ratio
chieved by settingWn 5 Sn, whereSn is the amplitude o

he nth echo which is given by Eq. [2] forD app 5 0.4 cm2

21. This result is widely used in NMR spectroscopy
xample when a FID is multiplied by an exponentia
ecaying function with a time constantT*2. Images wer
btained by interpolation of thek-space data on a rectiline
rid, zerofilling, 2D-Fourier transformation, and modu
alculation. Taking into account the overall size of the
ung (about FOV/3), it should be noted that the data
ignificantly oversampled both in the radial direction (b
actor of 3) and in the angular direction (by a factor of 6/p).
n Fig. 5, the reconstructed images forN 5 1, 4, 16, and
4 are displayed. The images show that a significant ga
ignal-to-noise ratio can be obtained by using the prop
ulti-spin– echo technique which takes advantage of

ong T2 value. The 64-echo image (Fig. 5d) can be c
ared to the proton image (Fig. 5e). The two lungs as
s the position of the heart can be identified in the he

mage.
We have shown that NMR measurement of physical pa

ters is possible in thermally polarized3He. Important param
ters for the design of pulse sequences have been measu

3He in the rat lung. Taking into account the measured pa
ters, we were able to obtain the first thermally polarized3He

mages of the rat lung. The use of an optimized multi-e
rojection–reconstruction sequence allowed us to obtain a
cient signal-to-noise ratio with a total imaging time of 8 m
nd an in-plane resolution of 4.43 4.4 mm2. The imaging time
ould be significantly reduced by using3He/O2 mixtures which
ould offer the advantage of a reducedT1, allowing shorte

epetition times to be used. The same technique could be

aging. The orientation of the projection-gradientGr is rotated at each excitation.
oints were collected. The acquisition time was chosen to be 1.6 ms fornd

e
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nder normal ventilation conditions. It should be noted th
imilar technique was recently exploited with hyperpolar

3He to obtain human lung images (27). Since the first demon
tration (1), lung imaging with laser polarized gas h
timulated great interest for both clinical applicati
2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 14) and animal model studies (4–6, 10, 11, 28
2). The use of thermally polarized gas could be of great

or optimizing the MRI strategy.
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